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Abstract. We introduce and study the notion of overcomplete set in a Banach space,
that subsumes and extends the classical concept of overcomplete sequence in a (separable)
Banach space. We give existence and non-existence results of overcomplete sets for a
wide class of (non-separable) Banach spaces and we study to which extent properties of
overcomplete sequences are retained by every overcomplete set.

1. Introduction

The notion of overcomplete sequence originated in a 1958 paper by Victor Klee [18] (let
us also refer to [4, p. 283] for some historical comments), where the author constructs, in
every separable Banach space, a sequence whose every subsequence is linearly dense. This
well-known construction is such a sparkling gem that we shall briefly outline it here. Given
a real scalar λ ∈ (0, 1), consider the geometric vector

gλ := (1, λ, λ2, λ3, . . . ) ∈ `1.

A consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem and the identity principle for analytic functions
is that the set {gλ : λ ∈ J} is linearly dense in `1, whenever J is an infinite subset of
(0, 1/2). Indeed, if x = (x(j))j<ω ∈ `∞ is a functional that vanishes on each gλ (λ ∈ J),
where J ⊆ (0, 1/2) is infinite, then

∑∞
j=0 x(j) · λj = 0, for every λ ∈ J . In other words,

the analytic function λ 7→
∑∞

j=0 x(j) · λj has infinitely many zeros on [0, 1/2], hence it
is identically equal to zero, by the identity principle. It follows that x = 0, whence
{gλ : λ ∈ J} is linearly dense, as required. Consequently, overcomplete sequences exist in
the Banach space `1.
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In order to construct an overcomplete sequence in an arbitrary separable Banach space,
it is then sufficient to remind that every separable Banach space is a quotient of `1 and
observe that overcomplete sequences are preserved under quotient maps. (For more details
the reader might consult [23, p. 58] or [21, p. 113].)

Such sequences have been studied by several authors [7, 24, 25, 26, 27], in particular in
connection with the existence of basic sequences. It is, indeed, plain that an overcomplete
sequence cannot admit any basic subsequence (or, more generally, any minimal subse-
quence). On the other hand, Terenzi [27] found a surprising dichotomy implying that, in
a sense, being overcomplete and being basic are complementary notions.

More recently [11], the dual notion of overtotal sequence has been introduced and both
notions have been generalised, leading to the definitions of almost overcomplete and almost
overtotal sequences (see also [12]). Perhaps the main result in [11], that will also play a
cardinal rôle in our note, is the fact that every bounded almost overcomplete sequence,
as well as every bounded almost overtotal sequence, is relatively compact. In the same
article, such a property has been used to provide a short and unified approach to some
spaceability results, [6, 8].

Our purpose in the present note is to push the theory of overcomplete sequences to its
natural non-separable counterpart, by means of the introduction and study of the concept of
overcomplete subset of a Banach space. Let us therefore formulate the following definition.

Definition 1.1. A subset S of a Banach space X, with |S| = dens X, is said to be
overcomplete if every subset Λ of S, with |Λ| = |S|, is linearly dense in X.

It is, for example, plain that, in the separable context, any injective enumeration of an
overcomplete set is an overcomplete sequence and, vice versa, the range of an overcomplete
sequence is an overcomplete set.

As we shall see, unlike the separable case, overcomplete sets may fail to exist in non-
separable Banach spaces, particularly in Banach spaces with ‘big’ density. As a sample of
this phenomenon, to be investigated in Section 3, let us offer here the following result.

Theorem A. Let X be a WLD Banach space. Then:
(i) (CH) if dens X = ω1, X contains an overcomplete set;
(ii) if dens X > ω2, X contains no overcomplete set.

On the other hand, `1(ω1) contains no overcomplete set.

The proof of Theorem A will be given in Section 3, where we also obtain some more
precise results. In particular, we prove, under CH, that every Banach space X with
dens X = dens X∗ = ω1 contains overcomplete sets; this result covers, e.g., the cases
of WLD spaces of density ω1 and of C(K)-spaces, where K is a scattered compact with
weight ω1. On the other hand, we prove (in ZFC) that a Banach space X with κ := dens X
does not admit overcomplete sets, provided cf(κ) > c+, or κ > ω2 and X admits a funda-
mental biorthogonal system.

As it is perhaps clear, our results leave a large area for further investigation and suggest
several natural questions. Let us explicitly record some of them here. Since every our
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existence result is obtained under CH, a natural question is whether there exists, in ZFC,
a non-separable Banach space admitting an overcomplete set. Moreover, we could ask the
following:

Problem 1.2. Assume CH.
(i) Does `∞ admit an overcomplete set? (Compare with Corollary 3.8)
(ii) Is there a Banach space of density ωω and with an overcomplete set?

Subsequently, in Section 4, we initiate the study of the properties of overcomplete sets in
Banach spaces. Our main concern relies in detecting the correct non-separable counterpart
of the result that bounded overcomplete sequences are relatively compact. Certainly, over-
complete sets in non-separable Banach spaces fail to be relatively compact, since compact
sets are separable; consequently, a direct extension of the result from [11] is not available.
Analogously, the existence of a relatively weakly compact overcomplete set in a Banach
space X implies that X is WCG. This motivates the following strengthening of Theorem
A(i), in the class of WCG Banach spaces.

Theorem B (CH). Every WCG Banach space X with dens X = ω1 contains a relatively
weakly compact overcomplete set.

2. Preliminaries

Our notation concerning Banach spaces, which we only consider over the real field, is
standard, as in [1, 10]. Let us just mention that by hyperplane in a Banach space we
understand a closed linear subspace of codimension one, namely, the kernel of a non-zero,
bounded linear functional. We shall briefly remind here some basic definitions concerning
non-separable Banach spaces, that can be found, e.g., in [14].

A biorthogonal system in a Banach space X is a system {xα; fα}α∈Γ ⊆ X×X∗ such that
〈fα, xβ〉 = δα,β, whenever α, β ∈ Γ. A biorthogonal system {xα; fα}α∈Γ is fundamental if
span{xα}α∈Γ = X; it is a Markuševič basis (M-basis, for short) if

span{xα}α∈Γ = X and spanw
∗{fα}α∈Γ = X∗.

Once an M-basis {xα; fα}α∈Γ is present in a Banach space X, there is a natural notion
of support for a vector in X, as follows:

supp (x) := {α ∈ Γ: 〈fα, x〉 6= 0}.
It is well-known that supp (x) is a countable subset of Γ, for every x ∈ X. More generally,
one shows that any M-basis induces a linear continuous injection T of X into c0(Γ), via
the map

x 7→ T (x) :=

(〈
fα
‖fα‖

, x

〉)
α∈Γ

.

The definition of support can also be given when {xα; fα}α∈Γ is merely a fundamental
biorthogonal system and it is still true that the support of every vector in X is countable.
What ceases to be true is that supp(x) 6= ∅ for x 6= 0; accordingly, the map T defined
above might fail to be injective.
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Analogously, the support of a functional x∗ ∈ X∗ is the set supp (x∗) := {α ∈ Γ: 〈x∗, xα〉 6=
0} (which, in general, may fail to be a countable set).

Let us then recall that a Banach space X is weakly Lindelöf determined (WLD, for short)
if there exist a set Γ and a bounded linear one-to-one operator T : X∗ → `c∞(Γ) that is
weak∗-to-pointwise continuous, see [3]. Here, `c∞(Γ) stands for the Banach space of all real
valued, bounded functions on Γ with countable support. Moreover, we recall that if X
is a WLD Banach space with densX = κ, then, in the definition of the operator T , Γ
can be replaced by κ. WLD Banach spaces admit a simple characterisation in terms of
M-bases, as follows. A Banach space X is WLD if and only if it admits an M-basis such
that the support of every functional in X∗ is countable; in which case, each M-basis has
such property (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 5.37]).

An important subclass of the class of WLD spaces is the class of weakly compactly
generated Banach spaces. A Banach space is weakly compactly generated (WCG, for short)
if it contains a linearly dense, weakly compact subset. Likewise for WLD spaces, WCG
Banach spaces can be characterised by the existence of M-bases with specific properties:
a Banach space X is WCG if and only if it admits a weakly compact M-basis {xα; fα}α∈Γ,
i.e., such that {xα}α∈Γ ∪ {0} is a weakly compact subset of X, [2] (see also [10, Theorem
13.16]).

Finally, let us mention that our notation concerning set theory follows, e.g., [16], where
all notions here undefined can be found. Here, we just recall the statement of Hajnal’s
theorem on free sets ([15], see e.g., [9, §44] or [28, §3.1]).

Theorem 2.1 (Hajnal, [15]). Let κ > ω2 be a cardinal number. Then for every function
f : κ → [κ]6ω there exists H ⊆ κ with |H| = κ such that f(x) \ {x} is disjoint from H,
whenever x ∈ H.

3. Existence results

In this section, we shall present results concerning the existence or non-existence of
overcomplete sets in non-separable Banach spaces; in particular, these results prove The-
orem A. Loosely speaking, overcomplete sets do not exist in ‘large’ Banach spaces; more
precisely, we will show that a Banach space contains no overcomplete set if:
(i) cf(densX) > c+, or
(ii) densX > ω2, provided X admits a fundamental biorthogonal system.

On the other hand, under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis, we will show that
every ‘small’ Banach space X (i.e., densX = densX∗ = ω1) contains overcomplete sets.
Finally, we will show that the assumption on the density character of the dual space cannot
be dropped. Indeed we will show, in ZFC, that `1(ω1) does not contain overcomplete sets.

Theorem 3.1 (CH). Let X be a Banach space with densX = densX∗ = ω1 and let C ⊆ X.
If C cannot be covered by countably many hyperplanes, then it contains an overcomplete
set for X.
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Since a Banach space cannot be covered by countably many hyperplanes, in light of the
Baire category theorem, we have the following particular case.

Corollary 3.2 (CH). Every Banach space X with densX = densX∗ = ω1 contains an
overcomplete set.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first notice that |X∗| = c: indeed, since every element of X∗
is a limit of a sequence contained in some dense subset D of X∗ with |D| = c, we have
|X∗| 6 |Dω| = cω = c. Consequently, the collection of hyperplanes of X has cardinality c
and the assumption of CH allows us to well order it in an injective ω1-sequence (Hα)α<ω1 .
By transfinite induction, we now build an injective ω1-sequence of elements (xβ)β<ω1 ⊆ C
such that

xβ /∈ Hα whenever α < β.

Indeed, let us assume to have already built (xβ)β<γ, for some γ < ω1. Then,⋃
α<γ

Hα ∪
⋃
β<γ

{xβ}

does not cover C. Thus, every vector xγ ∈ C outside such a set is as desired.
Finally, we show that (xβ)β<ω1 is overcomplete in X. Indeed, if not, there would be an

uncountable subset Λ of ω1 such that the closed linear span of (xβ)β∈Λ is a proper subspace
of X, hence there would be a non-zero linear functional that vanishes on each xβ (β ∈ Λ),
i.e., its kernel contains uncountably many xβ’s. This is, however, a contradiction, because
our construction assures that every hyperplane contains at most countably many elements
of the sequence (xβ)β<ω1 . �

Remark 3.3. The previous theorem actually characterises, under CH, sets that contain
overcomplete subsets for X. Indeed, it follows from a conjunction of it and Proposition
3.10 that, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, a set C contains an overcomplete subset
for X if and only if C is not covered by countably many hyperplanes.

The previous result allows us to ensure the existence, under the continuum hypothesis,
of overcomplete sets in a wide class of Banach spaces.

Corollary 3.4 (CH). Let X be a WLD Banach space with densX = ω1; then X contains
an overcomplete subset.

Proof. The assertion follows by Corollary 3.2 and the fact that, under the continuum
hypothesis, the cardinality of `c∞(ω1) is equal to ω1, whence |X∗| = ω1 as well. �

Let us remark that small WLD Banach spaces are not the unique Banach spaces con-
taining overcomplete subsets. Indeed, C([0, ω1]), a typical example of a Banach space that
is not WLD, contains overcomplete subsets, due to the next result.

Corollary 3.5 (CH). Let K be a scattered compact space of weight ω1. Then, C(K) has
an overcomplete subset.
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Proof. Since K has weight ω1, densC(K) = ω1 too. Moreover, by [20, Proposition 17.10],
we have |K| = ω1, hence, by [22, Theorem 6], the dual space of C(K) is isometric to `1(ω1).
Therefore, the assertion follows by Corollary 3.2. �

In the forthcoming results, we shall show that Banach spaces with large size do not
contain overcomplete subsets. Let us stress the fact that each of this results is achieved
inside ZFC, without any further axiom. In particular, Theorem A(ii) follows from the next
result.

Theorem 3.6. Let X be a Banach spaces with densX > ω2. Suppose that X has a
fundamental biorthogonal system; then X does not contain overcomplete subsets.

Proof. Let κ := densX and {xα; fα}α<κ be a fundamental biorthogonal system for X.
We recall that the support supp (x) of every element x ∈ X is a countable subset of κ.
Suppose, by contradiction, that an overcomplete subset S in X does exist and order it
in a transfinite sequence S = (yα)α<κ. Let g : κ → 2κ defined by g(α) = supp(yα). By
Hajnal’s theorem (Theorem 2.1), there exists a set H ⊆ κ, with |H| = κ, such that
(g(α) \ {α}) ∩ H = ∅ for every α ∈ H. In particular, fixed γ ∈ H, we deduce that
γ /∈ supp(yα), whenever α ∈ H \ {γ}. Hence, we obtain that (yα)α∈H\{γ} ⊆ ker fγ, which
contradicts the overcompleteness of S. �

Similarly as in the separable case, the existence of overcomplete sets passes from a Banach
space to each its quotient of the same density character. Thus, Theorem 3.6 implies that
a Banach space X fails to have overcomplete sets if there exists a quotient Y of X with
dens Y = dens X > ω2 and such that Y admits a fundamental biorthogonal system. In
particular, this applies to `∞, since it quotients onto `2(c) and dens `∞ = dens `2(c) =
c. Therefore, we have the following consequences of Theorem 3.6. (We are indebted to
W.B. Johnson for pointing out this to us. We also thank W. Kubiś for indicating us a
different proof of Corollary 3.8, based on [19].)

Corollary 3.7. Let X be a Banach space with dens X > ω2. If X admits a WCG quotient
Y with dens Y = dens X, then X admits no overcomplete set.

Corollary 3.8 (¬ CH). `∞ has no overcomplete set.

In the case where densX has big cofinality, we can give a simpler proof of the previous
theorem (even in absence of a fundamental biorthogonal system), by means of the following
result.

Theorem 3.9. Let X be a Banach space with densX = κ. If cf(κ) > c+, X contains no
overcomplete set.

Proof. Let us start by recalling that every Banach space is union of c hyperplanes. Indeed,
if x∗, y∗ ∈ X∗ are linearly independent functionals, then

X =
⋃

(α,β)∈R2\{0}

ker(αx∗ + βy∗).
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Now, let A be a subset of X such that |A| = κ. Since A is contained in a union of
c hyperplanes and cf(κ) > c+, there exists a hyperplane that contains κ vectors from A.
Consequently, A cannot be overcomplete. �

Proposition 3.10. Let X be a Banach space with densX = κ. If D ⊆ X is covered by
less than cf(κ) many hyperplanes, then D does not contain overcomplete sets.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that D contains an overcomplete set, say A. Let (Hα)α<λ
be a family of hyperplanes of X such that D ⊆

⋃
α<λHα, where λ < cf(κ). Since |A| = κ

and cf(κ) > λ, there exists α < λ such that |A ∩Hα| = κ, a contradiction. �

Remark 3.11. The previous result shows that many incomplete non-separable normed
spaces fail to contain overcomplete subsets. Indeed, let X be a Banach space that ad-
mits an M-basis {xα; fα}α<κ and with cf κ > ω1. Then, the (incomplete) normed space
Y := span{xα}α<κ does not contain overcomplete sets, since Y ⊆

⋃
n<ω ker fn (here, we

apply the previous proposition with D = Y ). Actually, the assumption cf κ > ω1 can
be relaxed to κ > ω1, by using a similar argument as in Theorem 3.6. The situation is
different in the separable context, as we shall see in Section 5.

Theorem 3.12. The Banach space `1(Γ) does not contain any overcomplete set, whenever
Γ is uncountable.

Proof. In the case where |Γ| > ω2, the result is consequence of Theorem 3.6; therefore, we
can assume that Γ = ω1. Let us then assume, by contradiction, that S is an overcomplete
set in `1(ω1); clearly, we can additionally assume, without loss of generality, that every
element in S is a unit vector.

For each α < ω1, consider the quantity
Nα := inf

{
‖x�[0,α)‖ : x ∈ S

}
,

where, for a vector x = (x(γ))γ<ω1 ∈ `1(ω1), we understand x�[0,α) := (x(γ) · 1[0,α)(γ))γ<ω1 .
Observe that, when α < β < ω1, we have Nα 6 Nβ; consequently, the function α 7→ Nα is
eventually constant and we can select α0 < ω1 such that

Nα = Nα0 whenever α0 6 α < ω1.

Set N := Nα0 and note that, evidently, N ∈ [0, 1]. We first claim that, actually, N < 1.
Indeed, if it were N = 1, then ‖x�[0,α0)‖ = 1, for each x ∈ S, whence supp (x) ⊆ [0, α0) for
every x ∈ S. This is, of course, impossible, since the set S is (over)complete. Let us now
fix ε > 0 such that 1−N − 2ε > 1−N

2
; by definition, we then have the following property:

(3.1) for every β > α0 there exists x ∈ S such that ‖x�[0,β)‖ 6 N + ε.

This property allows us to run a sliding hump argument, by transfinite induction. Select
arbitrarily a vector x0 ∈ S such that ‖x0�[0,α0)‖ 6 N + ε; then, find an ordinal α1 < ω1

such that supp (x0) < α1 and appeal to (3.1) to find x1 ∈ S such that ‖x1�[0,α1)‖ 6 N + ε.
By transfinite induction, we then find a long sequence (xγ)γ<ω1 ⊆ S and an increasing long
sequence (αγ)γ<ω1 ⊆ ω1 such that, for every γ < ω1,
(i) ‖xγ�[0,αγ)‖ 6 N + ε;
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(ii) supp(xβ) < αγ, whenever β < γ.
Indeed, assuming to have already built vectors (xβ)β<γ and ordinals (αβ)β<γ, for some
γ < ω1, we just select αγ to satisfy (ii) and then (3.1) yields us the desired vector xγ.

Let us then observe that the vectors (xγ)γ<ω1 have the following additional properties:
(iii) ‖xγ�[αγ ,ω1)‖ > 1−N − ε;
(iv) ‖xγ�[α0,αγ)‖ 6 ε.
Indeed, (iii) follows from (i), as xγ is a unit vector; (iv) follows from (i) either and the fact
that ‖xγ�[0,α0)‖ > N .

We are now in position to prove that the vectors (xγ)γ<ω1 are indeed a long basic se-
quence, equivalent to the canonical `1(ω1) basis. In order to prove such claim, consider the
vectors

yγ := xγ − xγ�[α0,αγ) = xγ�[0,α0) + xγ�[αγ ,ω1);

then ‖xγ − yγ‖ 6 ε, according to (iv). Moreover, the vectors

yγ�[α0,ω1) = xγ�[αγ ,ω1)

are disjointly supported, due to (ii). Therefore, for every choice of n < ω, indices
γ0, . . . , γn < ω1 and scalars a0, . . . , an, we have∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=0

ajxγj

∥∥∥∥∥ >
∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
j=0

ajyγj

∥∥∥∥∥− ε ·
n∑
j=0

|aj| >

∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
j=0

aj · yγj�[α0,ω1)

∥∥∥∥∥− ε ·
n∑
j=0

|aj|

=
n∑
j=0

|aj|
∥∥yγj�[α0,ω1)

∥∥− ε · n∑
j=0

|aj| > (1−N − 2ε) ·
n∑
j=0

|aj| >
1−N

2
·

n∑
j=0

|aj|,

where we used the disjointness of supports and (iii). The upper estimate being direct
consequence of the triangle inequality, our claim is proved. Moreover, the argument is also
concluded, since the basic sequence (xγ)γ<ω1 ⊆ S is not overcomplete, thereby giving the
desired contradiction. �

Remark 3.13. It is a standard result that every Banach space of density κ is a quotient of
`1(κ). Moreover, it is plain that the existence of an overcomplete set passes from a Banach
space to each its quotient of the same density character. Therefore, a natural approach to
build overcomplete sets in non-separable Banach spaces would be to construct them in the
spaces `1(Γ). Our previous result, however, implies in particular that this approach fails
to work in the non-separable framework.

4. Properties of overcomplete sets

In the present section, we shall study some topological properties of overcomplete sets in
(non-separable) Banach spaces, focusing mostly on density and compactness results. Many
of our results in the section can be interpreted as counterparts (or absence of a counterpart)
to the result by Fonf and Zanco [11] that bounded overcomplete sequences in separable
Banach spaces are relatively compact.
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4.1. Density. It follows from the above-mentioned compactness result that every overcom-
plete sequence in an infinite-dimensional, separable Banach space is necessarily a nowhere
dense set; on the other hand, it is a simple folklore result that every finite-dimensional
Banach space contains overcomplete sequences that are dense sets. Let us record such a
fact here; we also include its simple proof, for convenience of the reader.

Fact 4.1. Every finite-dimensional Banach space contains a dense overcomplete sequence.

Proof. A simple way to build an overcomplete sequence in a finite-dimensional Banach
space X is to construct a sequence (xj)j<ω in X such that every d many terms extracted
from the sequence are linearly independent, where d = dimX. Such a sequence can be
built by induction: once the first d+k terms x0, . . . , xd+k−1 have been selected, every d−1
of the vectors x0, . . . , xd+k−1 are contained in exactly one hyperplane. The desired vector
xd+k is then any vector that does not belong to any of those finitely many hyperplanes.

Only a small modification is needed in order to achieve the density of (xj)j<ω. Indeed,
let (Uj)j<ω be an enumeration of a basis for the topology of X, where each Uj is not empty.
Since non-empty open sets cannot be covered by finitely many hyperplanes, we can, at
each step, choose xj ∈ Uj, which assures that (xj)j<ω is dense in X. �

A simple combination of the above argument and the proof of the main existence result
(Theorem 3.1) allows us to extend the above fact to the non-separable context. We thus
have the following result.

Theorem 4.2 (CH). Let X be a Banach space with densX = densX∗ = ω1. Then, X
contains a dense overcomplete set.

Proof. Let (Uα)α<ω1 be an enumeration of a basis for the topology of X, where each open
set Uα is not empty. As in Theorem 3.1, we enumerate the hyperplanes of X as (Hα)α<ω1 .
Since open subsets of Banach spaces can not be covered by countably many hyperplanes,
by the Baire category theorem, we can pick, for each α < ω1, a vector xα ∈ Uα such
that xα /∈ Hβ, whenever β < α. Therefore, we obtain a long injective sequence (xα)α<ω1

with xα ∈ Uα (α < ω1) and such that every hyperplane contains at most countably many
elements of (xα)α<ω1 , as desired. �

On the other hand, it is also possible to adapt the proof of Theorem 3.1 to obtain
bounded overcomplete sets that are separated sets, as we do below. Of course, such a
phenomenon is impossible in the separable case.

Proposition 4.3 (CH). Let X be a Banach space with densX = densX∗ = ω1. Then, for
every ε > 0, BX contains a (1− ε)-separated overcomplete set.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let (Hα)α<ω1 be an enumeration of the
hyperplanes of X. We then build a (1 − ε)-separated long sequence (xα)α<ω1 such that
xα /∈ Hβ (β < α < ω1). Indeed, assuming to have already built (xα)α<γ, for some γ < ω1,
Y := span{xα}α<γ is a proper subspace of X and therefore, by Riesz’ lemma,

U := {x ∈ X : ‖x‖ < 1, dist(x, Y ) > 1− ε}
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is a non-empty open subset of X. We can then pick xγ ∈ U \ ∪α<γHα, which concludes
the transfinite induction and, thereby, the proof. �

One might wonder if the above result can be improved in order to produce overcomplete
sets with no cluster point also in the weak topology. It is, however, elementary to realise
that this is, in general, not possible. Indeed, every WLD Banach space is Lindelöf in the
weak topology (see, e.g., [17, Theorem 17.1]) and it is clear that every uncountable subset
of a Lindelöf topological space needs to have a cluster point. On the other hand, we do
not know what happens for Banach spaces that are not WLD. For example, is it possible
to find an overcomplete set in C([0, ω1]) with no weak cluster point? Moreover, we do not
know if it is possible, say under CH, to construct overcomplete sets that are discrete in the
weak topology.

4.2. Compactness. As we already observed in the introduction, no overcomplete set in
a non-separable Banach space can be relatively compact and, therefore, there is no non-
separable extension to the result in [11]. (The assertion ‘every bounded, overcomplete set
in a non-separable Banach space is relatively weakly compact’ could be consistently true,
since it is true precisely in every model of ZFC where non-separable Banach spaces have
no overcomplete set.)

Moreover, the existence of a relatively weakly compact overcomplete set inX implies that
X is WCG and, each bounded, overcomplete set in a reflexive Banach space is relatively
weakly compact. The results of this section yield, under CH, a converse to the last two
assertions and, thereby, provide a characterisation of WCG and reflexive Banach spaces in
terms of overcomplete sets (see Corollary 4.7).

Proposition 4.4. Let X be a non-separable non-reflexive Banach space. If X contains an
overcomplete subset, then X contains a bounded overcomplete subset which is not relatively
weakly compact.

Proof. Since the unit ball of X is not relatively weakly compact, we can pick a sequence
(xn)n<ω ⊆ BX which has no weakly convergent subsequences. By assumption, there exists
a bounded overcomplete subset (zα)α<ω1 in X. The set Z = (xn)n<ω ∪ (zα)α<ω1 is then a
bounded overcomplete subset of X which is not relatively weakly compact. �

Theorem 4.5 (CH). Let X be a WCG Banach space with densX = ω1; then, X contains
a relatively weakly compact overcomplete set.

Proof. Since X is a WCG Banach space, we can pick a linearly dense, weakly compact
subset K of X. By Krein’s theorem, the set C := conv(K) is also weakly compact.
Therefore, it is sufficient to find an overcomplete set for X that is contained in C. In light
of Theorem 3.1, this amounts to proving the following claim.

Claim 4.6. The set C cannot be covered by countably many hyperplanes.

Proof of Claim 4.6. Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a sequence (Hj)j<ω of hy-
perplanes such that C = ∪j<ω(C∩Hj). By the Baire category theorem, there exists j0 < ω
such that C ∩Hj0 has nonempty interior in C. This is, however, impossible. Indeed, let x
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be an interior point in C ∩ Hj0 and let y ∈ C \ Hj0 (such y exists as C is linearly dense,
hence it cannot be contained in a hyperplane). Then, the sequence ((1− 2−n)x+ 2−ny)n<ω
belongs to C \Hj0 and it converges to x, contrary to the assumption that x was an interior
point of C ∩Hj0 . �

�

As direct consequence of the results of this section, we obtain, still under CH, the
following characterisation of WCG and reflexive Banach spaces of density ω1 by means of
overcomplete sets.

Corollary 4.7 (CH). Let X be a Banach space with densX = densX∗ = ω1. Then
(i) X is WCG if and only if it contains a relatively weakly compact overcomplete set;
(ii) X is reflexive if and only if every bounded overcomplete set is relatively weakly com-

pact.

5. Overcomplete sequences in normed spaces

In this final section, we shall return to the separable framework and present some further
results on overcomplete sequences; in particular, we shall focus on existence and properties
of overcomplete sequences in separable normed spaces.

It is apparent that Klee’s argument requires the completeness of the space in order
to assure the convergence of the geometric series. On the other hand, there exists an
alternative way to build overcomplete sequences that only involves ‘finitely supported’
vectors and, as such, is valid for every separable normed space (see, e.g., [13, Theorem
2.1.2] or [23, p. 59], where it is given credit to Helmut Braß, [5]). Therefore, we have the
following result.

Proposition 5.1 (Braß, [5]). Every separable normed space contains an overcomplete se-
quence.

It is then natural to ask which properties overcomplete sequences in normed spaces
need to have. In particular, it seems reasonable to speculate that the result by Fonf and
Zanco [11] on the relative compactness of bounded overcomplete sequences depends on
the completeness of the space under consideration. (This question was asked to us by
Prof. Zanco [29].) We show that this intuition is correct, by proving that the result by
Fonf and Zanco is false in every incomplete, separable normed space.

Theorem 5.2. Every separable, incomplete normed space contains a bounded overcomplete
sequence that is not relatively compact.

Proof. Let X̂ denote the completion of X and let (xn)n<ω be a normalised complete se-
quence in X (which is, evidently, also complete for X̂). Let y ∈ X̂ \X and pick a sequence
(yk)k<ω ⊆ X convergent to y in such a way that ‖yk − y‖ < 1/k!. Set

(5.1) gk = yk +
k∑

n=0

(n+ 2)−kxn ∈ X (k < ω).
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Let us first show that the sequence (gk)k<ω converges to y. Indeed,

‖y − gk‖ 6 ‖yk − y‖+
k∑

n=0

(n+ 2)−k 6 ‖yk − y‖+ k+1
2k
→ 0.

Since (gk)k<ω is, in particular, bounded, it remains to prove that it is overcomplete in X.
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a subsequence (gki)i<ω and a functional e∗ ∈ X∗
such that 〈e∗, gki〉 = 0 for each i < ω. Since (gki)i<ω converges to y, we have 〈e∗, y〉 = 0.
Moreover, for every i < ω, (5.1) allows us to write

x0 = 2ki

(
gki − yki −

ki∑
n=1

(n+ 2)−kixn

)
.

Therefore, we get

|〈e∗, x0〉| 6 2ki |〈e∗, yki − y〉|+
ki∑
n=1

( 2
n+2

)ki |〈e∗, xn〉|

6 2ki‖e∗‖‖yki − y‖+
(

2
3

)kiki‖e∗‖
6 ‖e∗‖2ki

ki!
+
(

2
3

)kiki‖e∗‖.
Since this holds for any i < ω, we deduce 〈e∗, x0〉 = 0. Suppose now, by induction, that
for each p < j we have 〈e∗, xp〉 = 0. As above, from (5.1) we obtain, for every i < ω with
ki > j,

xj = (j + 2)ki

(
gki − yki −

j−1∑
n=0

(n+ 2)−kixn −
ki∑

n=j+1

(n+ 2)−kixn

)
.

The inductive assumption and 〈e∗, y〉 = 0 then yield us

|〈e∗, xj〉| 6 (j + 2)ki |〈e∗, yki − y〉|+
ki∑

n=j+1

(
j+2
n+2

)ki |〈e∗, xn〉|
6 ‖e∗‖ (j+2)ki

ki!
+
(
j+2
j+3

)ki
ki‖e∗‖.

Since the last inequality holds for every i < ω, we get 〈e∗, xj〉 = 0. It follows that
〈e∗, xn〉 = 0 for each n < ω, which is equivalent, by the completeness of (xn)n<ω, to e∗ = 0.
Therefore, the sequence (gn)n<ω is an overcomplete sequence in X, that is not relatively
norm compact in X, as desired. �

Remark 5.3. The above proof is based on a modification of Braß’ argument for constructing
overcomplete sequences. It is easy to see that the argument can be modified by using
geometric sequences, more in the spirit of Klee’s proof. Indeed, let (xn)n<ω be a normalised
complete sequence for a normed space X and let (λn)n<ω ⊆ (0, 1) be a decreasing sequence
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with λn ↘ 0. Pick y ∈ X̂ \ X and a sequence (yn)n<ω ⊆ X such that ‖yn − y‖ → 0
sufficiently fast. More precisely, we require that, for every j < ω,

1

(λn)j
‖yn − y‖ → 0 as n→∞.

Then, the same argument as in the previous proof easily shows that the vectors

gk := yk +
k∑
j=0

(λk)
j+1xj (k < ω)

form an overcomplete sequence in X, with gk → y.

In conclusion of our article, let us present a proof of the aforementioned result [11,
Theorem 2.1] that every bounded overcomplete (or, more generally, almost overcomplete)
sequence in a Banach space is relatively compact. Let us recall that a sequence is almost
overcomplete in X if the closed linear span of every its subsequence has finite codimension
in X.

The argument below is only a minor modification of the one in [11], but we present it
because it seems conceptually simpler (in particular, it does not use the LUR renormability
of separable Banach spaces and the two cases of their article) and it allows us to distill the
following lemma, that was only implicit in [11].

Lemma 5.4. Let (xn)n<ω be an almost overcomplete sequence in a normed space X. If
xn → x weakly, then it converges in norm.

Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that there exist ε > 0 and a subsequence (xnk)k<ω such
that ‖xnk − x‖ > ε for k < ω. Therefore, up to a further subsequence, we can assume that
(xnk − x)k<ω is a basic sequence, whence codim span{xn2k

− x}k<ω =∞. It readily follows
that codim span{xn2k

}k<ω =∞, a contradiction. �

Corollary 5.5 ([11]). Every bounded almost overcomplete sequence (xn)n<ω in a Banach
space X is relatively compact.

Proof. Since every subsequence of (xn)n<ω is almost overcomplete, it suffices to prove that
(xn)n<ω admits a convergent subsequence. Notice first that (xn)n<ω is relatively weakly
compact, because, if not, it would admit a basic subsequence (see, e.g., [1, Theorem 1.5.6]),
a contradiction. Therefore, by the Eberlein–Šmulian theorem, (xn)n<ω admits a weakly
convergent subsequence, which, by the above lemma, converges in norm. �

Acknowledgements. We are most grateful to Bence Horváth for suggesting us the
proof of Claim 4.6; our previous argument was unnecessarily complicated.
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